Abstract. An isovariant map between spaces with a group action is an equivariant map which preserves isotropy groups. In this paper, we show that for a finite group G, the category of G-spaces with isovariant maps has a Quillen model structure. We prove a Piacenza-style model theoretic proof of an isovariant Elmendorf's theorem, showing that this model structure is Quillen equivalent to a model category of diagrams.
Introduction
Let G be a finite group and let X and Y be spaces with continuous left G-action. A map f ∶ X → Y is equivariant if it preserves the G-action, so g ⋅ f (x) = f (g ⋅ x). One consequence of equivariance is that f can increase isotropy subgroups, that is, G x ⊆ G f (x) , where G x = {g ∈ G ∶ g ⋅ x = x}. A map f ∶ X → Y is isovariant if it is equivariant and G x = G f (x) for all x ∈ X. Example 1. Let C 2 be the cyclic group with two elements. Consider the one-point space * with trivial C 2 -action and the unit disk D 2 = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 ∶ x 2 + y 2 ≤ 1} with the C 2 -action which reflects across the y-axis. Any map from * to D 2 whose image is on the y-axis is both equivariant and isovariant. In fact, any injective equivariant map is isovariant. On the other hand, the map D 2 → * is equivariant, but not isovariant. * eqvt isvt * eqvt not isvt * Equivariant homotopy theory has led to important computations in the nonequivariant setting, and isovariant maps occur naturally in the study of surgery theory and classification questions for manifolds [BQ75] . The usual approach in the isovariant setting is to require extra assumptions under which isovariant and equivariant homotopy equivalences coincide [DS94, Sch06] . The further development of isovariant homotopy theory could provide an alternative to gap hypothesis assumptions. In this paper, we prove isovariant analogues of equivariant categorical foundations for finite groups with the expectation that the extra homotopical structure will yield new computational techniques. We motivate the definitions of the isovariant orbit category L G and linking simplices ∆
• G by defining isovariant cell complexes. Assuming familiarity with cofibrantly generated model structures [Hov99] , we define a Quillen model structure on the category of G-spaces with isovariant maps isvt-Top and show that it is Quillen equivalent to presheaves on the isovariant orbit category. Our main result is the following isovariant analogue of Elmendorf's theorem.
Theorem 3.1. For a finite group G, the following adjunction is a Quillen equivalence.
Equivariant precursors. Let eqvt-Top denote the category of G-spaces with equivariant maps, and let isvt-Top denote the category of G-spaces with isovariant maps. The category eqvt-Top is enriched in spaces, and thus isvt-Top is also enriched in spaces using the subspace topology. We will denote the space of isovariant maps from X to Y by Map isvt (X, Y ). An important tool for working with eqvt-Top is the orbit category for the group G. The G-orbit category O G has as objects the G-sets G H for all closed subgroups H ≤ G, and morphisms G H → G K are equivariant maps.
By adjunction, there is a natural homeomorphism
H . An equivariant map G H → G K is completely determined by its value on the identity coset,
There is a cofibrantly generated model structure on the category Top of spaces where the generating cofibrations are given by {S n−1 → D n } and generating acyclic cofibrations are given by {D
The family of adjunctions below allows us to transfer this model structure to eqvt-Top.
, Elmendorf explicitly shows that the equivariant homotopy theory of G-spaces (for G a compact Lie group) agrees with the homotopy theory of diagrams indexed on the orbit category. In [May96] , the result is extended to any topological group, and in [Pia91] , the theorem is reformulated to a Quillen equivalence of model categories.
The following adjunction is a Quillen equivalence.
The right adjoint is the functor taking a G-space X to the diagram X
The left adjoint is evaluation of the diagram at the orbit G e. The projective model structure on the category of O G -diagrams is briefly described in section 3, but more details can be found in [Pia91] .
In the category isvt-Top of G-spaces with isovariant maps, the morphisms induce maps on the stratification of the spaces by isotropy group. To capture this extra structure, the replacement of the orbit category will have as objects chains of subgroups of G. We call this category the link orbit category, L G . Since isovariant maps preserve stratification by isotropy, the morphisms in the link orbit category preserve chains of subgroups, but they are also labeled with an element of the group G which ensures equivariance.
For each chain H 0 < ⋯ < H n of subgroups of the finite group G, we define a linking simplex ∆ H1<⋯<Hn G as a quotient of G × ∆ n manifesting the subgroups H i as isotropy groups. We show ∆
• G defines a functor from the link orbit category to isvt-Top. The linking simplices fit into a family of adjunctions between the categories of spaces Top and isovariant G-spaces isvt-Top. {∆
We use Kan's transfer principle to transfer the cofibrantly generated model structure on Top across the adjunctions, which endows isvt-Top with a model structure, but to be a model category requires isvt-Top to have all small limits and colimits. While the category isvt-Top does not have a terminal object, we may assign it a formal terminal object, completing the category to a model category. A homotopy terminal object for isvt-Top can be constructed as the image under the left adjoint ∆
• G ⊗ L G − of the constant diagram on a point. Finally, using the projective model structure on the category of diagrams Fun(L op G , Top) and the transferred model structure on isvt-Top, we prove the isovariant analogue of Elmendorf's theorem. A nonformal ingredient of the proof is Lemma 3.2, which states that the linking simplex functors Map isvt (∆ • G , −) are cellular in the sense that they preserve filtered homotopy colimits and homotopy pushouts up to homotopy. We prove this using semicontinuity arguments and careful deformations of simplices in the cylinder coordinates of the homotopy colimits.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we define the link orbit category L G and the linking simplices ∆ • G . In section 2, we prove that isvt-Top has a cofibrantly generated model structure transferred across adjunctions with Top. Finally, in section 3, we prove the main theorem, an isovariant version of Elmendorf's theorem.
The link orbit category and linking simplices
We motivate the definition of the link orbit category by considering how to modify G-CW complexes to the isovariant category.
In the standard model structure on eqvt-Top, the cofibrant objects are retracts of G-CW complexes, which are built by attaching entire orbits at a time. That is, a disk is G H × D n with a trivial action on D n , and the disk is equivariantly glued along its boundary orbit
1 denoted w glued from x to y, and one free 2-cell G e × D 2 glued along its boundary to w followed by z. x
The construction of this C 2 -CW complex does not transfer to the category isvt-Top, because the attaching maps are not isovariant; for example, attaching the free 1-cell w to the fixed points involved a non-isovariant map G e × S 0 → {x, y}. Building isovariant cell complexes will involve introducing new cells which interpolate between the different strata of fixed points. We refer to these cells as linking cells because the 1-dimensional building block was called a link in Quinn's work on homotopically stratified spaces [Qui88] . These can also be described in terms of the nondegenerate simplices of the exit path category of Lurie [Lur, A.6] .
Let ∆ n be the standard n-simplex in Top, that is,
We define the 1-dimensional link simplex to be
For subgroups H ≤ G, the orbit G H can be interpreted as a 0-dimensional link simplex
Then the flip disk D 2 can be built as an isovariant cell complex with two fixed 0-cells ∆
For finite groups with longer chains of subgroups, we use higher-dimensional link simplices to keep track of how all subgroups in a chain interact with each other. For example, for e < H < G, the fundamental domain of the space G × ∆ 2 ∼ with the edges from (1, 0, 0) to (0, 1, 0) glued by the action of H and all (1, 0, 0) vertices identified is an exit 2-cell (in the sense of [Lur] ). The link simplices are naturally indexed on the link orbit category.
Definition 1.1. Define the link orbit category, L G , to be the small category with objects given by strictly increasing chains of subgroups of G, H = H 0 < ⋯ < H n , with a morphism
given by an inclusion of chains labeled by an element γ ∈ G in the multi Weil group γ ∈ ∩ i N G (H i ) H 0 . That is, there is a morphism H → K if for all i, there is a j such that
Each chain has an identity morphism given by e ∈ G, and the composition of morphisms {0, 1, . . . , n}. We can equivalently define a morphism between chains
While the link orbit category L G contains the objects of the ordinary orbit category O G as the length zero chains, L G is missing all non-self-maps between them.
; points of the form (g, (t 0 , . . . , t n−k , 0, . . . , 0)) where t n−k ≠ 0 are fixed by H k under the G-action.
For the length 0 chain objects t n−k Remark 1.3. This is not the usual induced map on standard simplices. For example, for the ordered inclusion ι ∶ {0, 1, 2} ↦ {0, 1, 2,3, 4}, the map ι * is defined by ι * (t 0 , t 1 , t 2 ) = (t 0 , 0, t 1 , t 2 , 0).
Note that ι * sends the vertex (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with a 1 in the n − kth spot to the vertex with a 1 in the m − ι(k)th spot. Similarly, ι * (t 0 , . . . , t n−k , 0, . . . , 0) has zeros above the m − ι(k)th spot.
Then we define the map ∆
. . , t n−k , 0, . . . , 0) and ι * (x) has zeros above the m − ι(k) spot. Then we note that gγK ι(k) = gγH k = g ′ γH k = g ′ γK ι(k) , so the map ∆ (ι,γ) is well-defined.
Since ∆ (ι,γ) commutes with the G-action and is injective, it is also isovariant. It is not hard to check the following. 
A model structure on isvt-Top
In this section we will describe a cofibrantly generated model structure on isvt-Top. For the general theory and recognition principles of cofibrantly generated model categories, one may consult [Hov99] . For the category Top, there is a cofibrantly generated model structure with generating cofibrations given by I = {S n−1 → D n } and generating acyclic cofibrations 
]).
Proposition 2.1. (modified transfer principle [Ste16, A.1]) Let C be a cofibrantly generated model category with generating cofibrations I and generating acyclic cofibrations J. Let D be a category with all small limits and colimits. Suppose {F ι ∶ C → D ∶ U ι } is a set of adjunctions. If F I = ∪ ι {F ι (f ); f ∈ I} and F J = ∪ ι {F ι (f ); f ∈ J} permit the small object argument, and for all ι the functor U ι sends relative F J-cell complexes to weak equivalences, then D is a cofibrantly generated model category with generating cofibrations F I, generating acyclic cofibrations F J, and weak equivalences and fibrations defined by U ι .
Then we can transfer the cofibrantly generated model structure on Top to isvt-Top. We note that D is not required to be complete and cocomplete to transfer the model structure.
Theorem 2.2. There is a cofibrantly generated model structure on isvt-Top with generating cofibrations given by {∆
and generating acyclic cofibrations given by {∆
where H = H 0 < ⋯ < H k is an object of the link orbit category L G and n ∈ N.
We prove the theorem by defining the necessary adjunctions and checking the conditions of Kan's transfer principle.
This is an easy consequence of using the subspace topology for Map isvt (X, Y ). 
n given by collapsing [0, 1] to {0} yields an isovariant homotopy equivalence, which is also an isovariant weak equivalence. Thus
is a weak equivalence of spaces, so F J ⊆ W.
The pushout along a weak equivalence is a weak equivalence. A map from ∆ H G to a colimit will factor through a finite stage because the domain is compact (and the target spaces are weak Hausdorff).
Example 2.5. Consider the C 2 -isovariant map f ∶ * → D 2 from Example 1. This is an equivariant weak equivalence because the induced maps f e , f G are both weak equivalences of spaces. But f is not an isovariant weak equivalence because
G , X) is homeomorphic to X H0 , the points of X which are fixed by H 0 but no larger subgroup. That is, Map isvt (∆ e G , X) consists of free points X ∖ ∪ H≠e X H , and
is equivalent to a free neighborhood of the fixed points. Finally, we check that isvt-Top has all small limits and colimits. It is not hard to find colimits because they can be constructed as the underlying colimit in eqvt-Top. On the other hand, the underlying product X × Y is not a product in the isovariant category because if Y has nontrivial G-action, the projection X × Y → X is not isovariant. Thus we must delete subspaces of the underlying product to define the isovariant product.
Definition 2.7. The isovariant product of two G-spaces X, Y is the subspace of X × Y comprised of pairs of points with the same isotropy group. We denote this product X isvt × Y .
For example, if X has a trivial G action then X isvt × G is empty. If X = [−1, 1] with C 2 -action given by negation, the isovariant product is
That is, the isovariant product X isvt × X is made up of points with either both coordinates zero or both nonzero.
Thus isvt-Top also has all small limits, since it has all nonempty products, all equalizers, and we assign it a formal terminal object. Then isvt-Top is a cofibrantly generated model category.
Isovariant Elmendorf's theorem
In this section, we show that for a finite group G, the category isvt-Top of G-spaces with isovariant maps given the model structure of the last section is Quillen equivalent to a category of functors on the link orbit category. This is analogous to Elmendorf's theorem for equivariant spaces, where the diagrams are on the orbit category O G [Elm83, May96] . The argument is mostly formal, except for the proof that the links Map isvt (∆ H G , −) preserve homotopy colimits (up to homotopy).
We will denote by Fun(L Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite group. The following adjunction is a Quillen equivalence. ) → (L(hocolim X ), hocolim L(X )). We will show φ lifts up to homotopy by defining a map D n → cr hocolim L(X ) which makes the top and bottom triangles commute up to homotopy.
For a disk of links in the homotopy colimit, that is, ψ(D n ), we will define a continuous truncation of the links that we can then "flatten out" in the cylinder direction of the homotopy colimit.
To define the truncation, we will define a lower semicontinuous function
which takes a simplex in the homotopy pushout and returns a real number measuring the shortest distance (in the simplex) from the vertex v 0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) to points of the simplex which travel more than 1/4 in the cylinder coordinate of the homotopy pushout. For a simplex of dimension k = 1, the output measures the first time the path travels more than 1/4 in the cylinder coordinate from its starting point. First, we normalize the starting point (or vertex v 0 ) of all links to be at 0 in R. Let ι ∶ [0, 1] → R be inclusion, and let L 0 (R) be the space of links in R that start at 0; that is, Let 0 < α < 1. The function ℓ is lower semicontinuous if all the sets U α = {γ ∈ L 0 (R) ∶ ℓ(γ) > α} are open using the compact open topology on L 0 (R). Let γ ∈ U α , so ℓ(γ) = α + ǫ for some ǫ > 0. Define the open set W ⊆ L 0 (R) to be the set of functions which take the compact set {(t 0 , . . . , t k ) ∈ ∆ k ∶ ∑ k i=1 t i ≤ α + ǫ 2} to the open set (−1 4, 1 4) ⊂ R. We see γ ∈ W , since ℓ(γ) = α + ǫ. For example, in the k = 1 case, we can think of γ ∶ ∆ 1 → R as a function of the variable t 1 . Then γ({(t 0 , t 1 ) ∶ 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ α + ǫ 2}) must fall within the open set (−1 4, 1 4), since γ takes the point with t 1 = α + ǫ to either 1/4 or -1/4, and no smaller value of t 1 leaves the set (−1 4, 1 4) by definition of infimum. We also see that W ⊆ U α since all simplices γ ∈ W have the property that ℓ(γ) > α + ǫ 2 > α. Thus we have shown that U α is open and ℓ is lower semicontinuous.
The composition of ℓ with the normalization L(hocolim X ) → L 0 (R) → (0, 1] is also lower semicontinuous. The image ψ(D .) The simplex γ ℓ is a truncated version of γ which stretches no more than 1/4 in the cylinder coordinate.
